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'Al sinds mijn kinderjaren had ik één doel: voor mezelf kunnen zorgen, en dat heb ik gedaan.' Isabel Allende In Wat wij
willen neemt Isabel Allende ons mee op haar meest persoonlijke en emotionele reis in jaren. Ze vertelt over de
belangrijke rol die het feminisme in haar leven speelt, van haar kindertijd tot nu. Ze roemt de vrouwen die haar leven
richting hebben gegeven, zoals haar moeder Panchita, haar dochter Paula en haar literair agent Carmen Balcells. Maar
ook schrijvers als Virginia Woolf en Margaret Atwood en vele anderen hebben haar geïnspireerd om zich in te zetten
voor vrouwenrechten en om te strijden tegen achterstelling en discriminatie. Vandaar dat ze ook met grote betrokkenheid
schrijft over actuele thema's als de #MeToo-beweging en het leven in tijden van een wereldwijde pandemie. En dat alles
doet Allende met die onmiskenbare passie voor het leven en de aanstekelijke overtuiging dat er ook op haar leeftijd alle
tijd is voor de liefde.
The field of management is dynamic and continuously expanding. Its relevance has been widely appreciated and its tools
and techniques have gained applicability in a variety of institutional systems and sectors. The book is designed to
enhance the learning experience of the students by lucidly explaining the basic concepts with suitable illustrations.
Relevant cases have been incorporated at appropriate places. Numerous questions that have appeared in university
examinations of previous years have been given. The authors have drawn inferences and ideas from wide ranging
sources and those have been duly acknowledged at the end of each chapter. Key Features • Comprehensive coverage
of syllabuses of South Indian universities • Also suited for universities of other regions • Innovative presentation with reallife examples and practical insights • Contemporary and research-based text • Covers global and Indian management
scenarios
Stop! If you have been looking for the one resource for managing a business of any size, this is it. Based on the
extensive business experience of five experts, this authoritative guide provides an in-depth look at what every leader
must know about managing across departments, functions, divisions, or companies. Drawing on decades of combined
experience, John Colley and colleagues detail the wide range of skills, tools, and conceptual understanding as well as
the qualities of leadership that a successful general manager must acquire. In an era of specialization and specialists, the
authors return due focus to the generalist. No other book so passionately and thoroughly examines the roles and
responsibilities of the general manager and the full scope of this distinct, pressure-filled occupation. The authors explore
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the job and discuss how the skilled manager moves an organization from
abstract goals to definitive action. For every profit center or plant manager, function head, division president, or CEO, this
book is indispensable reading.
Whether your case involves a public or private sector job, a downsizing, or termination for cause, Employee Dismissal:
Law and Practice provides the guidance you need in this rapidly evolving area of employment law. Providing in depth
analysis of the common law and statutory wrongful dismissal doctrines, as well as practical guidance on all aspects of
employee dismissal litigation from complaints through jury instructions, Employee Dismissal: Law and Practice is an
invaluable resource for evaluating and litigating a wrongful discharge case. Employee Dismissal: Law and Practice brings
you up to date on the latest cases, statutes, and developments including: New cases on implied contract for Alaska,
Colorado, and Montana New cases on public policy tort for Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Missouri, Montana, Ohio,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Washington New cases on implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing for Alaska,
Massachusetts, and Montana Discussion of a new case on union fair representation A new case on special consideration
requirement for oral promises New cases on what constitutes a breach of the implied covenant New cases on clarity
element of public policy tort New cases on jeopardy element of public policy tort A new case explaining that a public
policy tort liability for refusing to participate in illegal conduct does not require proof of a report to an outside agency A
new case discussing what constitutes "improper" interference with contract New cases on what constitutes a
constitutionally protected property interest New cases on preclusive effect of administrative agency determinations New
cases on standards for punitive damages A new case on statutory whistleblower protection for internal complaints about
fellow employees
Praxiology deals with working and doing from the point of view of effectiveness. It has three components: analysis of
concepts involving purposive actions; critique of modes of action from the viewpoint of efficiency; and normative advisory
aspects in recommendations for increasing human efficiency. This fifth volume of the Praxiology series is devoted to
Human Action in Business: Praxiological and Ethical Dimensions. The adjective praxiological here means not only related
to praxiology as human theory, but also assessed against the dimensions of effectiveness and efficiency. Adding also the
ethical dimension, one defines the universe of the discourse about conduct characteristic of business, the economy, and
management. Topics in business and management philosophy and theory are discussed by eminent contributors from
different corners of the world: P. Ulrich (Switzerland); M. Bohata (Czech Republic); S. K. Chakreborty (India); J.
Donaldson, H.E. Sternberg, and P. Graham (U.K.); H. van Lujik and H. Hummels (The Netherlands); O. Loukola
(Finland); Y. Pesqueux and I. Tovey (France); T.A. Mathias (India); W. W. Gasparski, A. Lewicka-Strzalecka and J. Sojka
(Poland); M. Tamari (Israel); R. E. Freeman, R. G. Kennedy, S. Natale, J. A. Matel, N. Bowie, D. McCann, L. V. Ryan, P.
Werhane, and K. Goodpaster (United States). Selected speeches by Pope John Paul II addressed to managers,
businessmen, and general audiences involved in the economy are also included in this volume. In Volume 5, invited
specialists examine the praxiological and ethical aspects of human action under the rubric of the "Triple E": Efficiency,
Effectiveness, and Ethics. The volume opens with contributions reflecting on the praxiological and ethical foundations for
business followed by sections discussing human action from the perspectives of religious beliefs and cultural diversity.
Another section illustrates the application of these principles to business. The concluding chapters examine praxiology
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and ethics as the moral agenda for professional education. The volume is a must read for economists, businesspeople,
social scientists, and policymakers.
Inleidend overzicht van het gehele vakgebied van management.
Presenting a collection of studies that exemplify what content analysts do and how they solve problems in applying this
methodology, this book offers readers additional insights into designing and conducting their own research. It enables
readers to learn the process of conducting content analysis research whether used as a companion to Krippendorff's
Content Analysis text, as a supplemental text for content analysis courses, or as an introduction to content analysis by
examples.
"The text is designed to cater for all students studying the CIPD Managing for Results module as part of the recently
introduced Leadership and Management Standards, as well as for students taking an introductory management module
on a management, business or HR degree programme."--BOOK JACKET.
This book presents the subject matter tailor-made for the latest syllabus as per CBCS Odisha to enable its students to
study the course material through a single book without having to refer to multiple sources and comprehend the subject
in simple, understandable language.
Written by faculty members, covers first year MBA program topics such as marketing, economics, and management; and
includes case studies, an entrepreneurship guide, and discussion about the future of business.
The contemporary workplace is ever changing. In many countries the effects of economic globalization has seen the rise
in zero-hour contracts, the erosion of trade union power and income inequality. In addition, high-performance work
systems, business ethics and environmental sustainability are now creating tremendous challenges in many
organizations. These developments play out amongst differing national and international contexts. This fluid and diverse
environment makes it even more important to understand the myriad of different theories underpinning human resource
management and to explore its impact on organizations, managers and workers. This engaging textbook provides an
essential introduction to both the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of human resource management; it looks at the way organizations
manage human capability, but also exposes the tensions inherent in the employment relationship, encouraging the
reader to reflect critically on the realities of contemporary HRM. Building on the success of the previous five editions, this
new edition includes: Two new chapters on Ethics in HRM and Green HRM New ‘HRM as I see it’ video interviews with
real life HR managers sharing their experiences on managing people in organizations, accessible through a new
interactive ebook New ‘HRM and Globalization’ features discussing the particular challenges faced by international
organizations New ‘HRM in Practice’ features exploring practical implementation of HR theories Coverage of
contemporary themes such as line managers’ roles in HRM, bullying, diversity and inequality Over 100 new references,
bringing the discussion right up to date An extensive online resource centre with further teaching and learning materials,
accessible at www.palgravehighered.com/bg-hrm-6e.
There are over 80 million people of concern to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). About 30
million are refugees and others are asylum-seekers, internally displaced people and the stateless. The book you are
holding in your hand is an advocacy and lobbying tool for the empowerment of refugees. It presents practical ideas that
need to be implemented by government leaders, corporations, religious leaders, and the civil society in addressing the
plight of refugees living in refugee camps in Africa and other parts of the world. It reveals that Refugee Resettlement
Program is an answered prayer to the needs of refugees. This book is spreading hope and good news to the world
experiencing the crisis of coronavirus pandemic. The book concludes with the cry for peace without recourse to war. It
has given an appeal to our leaders around the world, believers and all the people to participate in the search for world
peace through dialogue, negotiation, mediation, and genuine political willingness and commitment.
Challenges and Prospects in African Education System: The general idea this book is trying to disseminate is to inform readers about the
compelling challenges and prospects in African system of education. As we all know, when issues of Africa educational system is raised, the
first set of thoughts that come to mind is decline in standard, deterioration of facilities, examination malpractices, cult crises or school-based
violence, shortage of teachers, underqualified teachers, and poor teachers' performance, which results in poor learning standards, lack of
classroom discipline that is exacerbated by insufficient resources and inadequate infrastructure, failure of appropriate inspection and
monitoring, and confusion caused by changing curricula without proper communication and training. All these have led to massive
demoralization and disillusionment among teachers and a negative and worsening perception of African system of education. This, therefore,
calls for in-depth analysis aimed at tutoring every stakeholder in education on how their action and inactions have individually and collectively
contributed to the collapsing state of education in Africa. However, the prospect is that Africa's recovery and sustainable development can
only be guaranteed through expansion and sustenance of both quantitative and qualitative-of the continent's stock of human capital through
education. In order for education to realize its key role in development, it must be provided to the younger segments of African society as
quickly as human and financial resources permit, with the ultimate goal of developing a comprehensive, meaningful and sustainable system
of education at all levels and for all age groups. This is the message that this book puts across in the six knitted sections.
This comprehensive and well-organized book, now in its Second Edition, continues to provide a clear insight into the principles and concepts
of management. The book discusses in rich detail topics such as planning, organizing, leading, controlling and communication. In this edition,
all the existing chapters have been revised and seven new chapters have been included to provide some additional information on
management and organization behaviour. WHAT IS NEW TO THIS EDITION A separate chapter on Executive Education, Knowledge
Management, Organizational Behaviour, Organization Culture and Effectiveness, Organizational Change, Managing Stress and Burnout, and
Managing Business values Some new case studies have also been included. The case studies that highlight the real-world problems, review
questions, and further reading are intended to assist the reader in understanding the principles and practice of management. The book is
designed as a textbook for the students of management and commerce, and as a reference for management development and training
programmes for executives.
The journey towards a sustainable world is our greatest challenge. This book includes reports, analysis, and discussion of cuttingedge
approaches to incorporating sustainability importantly in the mix of organizational strategic elements. It includes examples of “zerofootprint”
production facilities, leveraging environmental and social opportunities by projects, examining theories of excellence in sustainability through
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appreciative inquiry, social entrepreneurship, closedloop supply chain management including reverse flows of products returned by end
users, using triple bottomline measures of success implemented in various societal and political contexts, implementing environmentally
positive green technologies, new visions for making sustainability sustainable, and innovations in diffusing learning throughout an
organization’s web of stakeholders and admirers. Examples and cases are drawn from business, government, and notforprofit sectors and
intra and intersectoral partnerships in the US, Canada, Australia, the Philippines, and Spain. Notable focal cases include the airline industry,
with its emerging spacerich aerotropolises as potentially sustainable communities and higher education. These are at times supported by
interviews that bring into focus positive learning experiences and highpoint stories.
Management Principles and Applications is a curriculum-driven text designed to cater to the examination-and-knowledge needs of students.
The book presents principles of management and explains their applications at the workplace for business advantage.Key Features•
Incorporates latest ideas to develop business acumen in students and sharpen their problem solving skills. • Emphasises on competencybased study aids — such as Learning Objectives, Flow Charts, Boxes and Tables, and Figures — to provide intensive coverage of general and
contemporary management topics. • Provides Case Studies to highlight the practical side of management
This book is prepared to answer the demands for the practical guidance of systems analysis and design methods. The author hopes that after
reading this book, the reader can understand the concepts and techniques to analyze and design the systems. In general, there are 2 (two)
main methods that most often used in system development: structured and object-oriented methods. The book explains a significant
paradigm difference between the two methods of analyzing and designing the systems. The author expects the readers can distinguish that
paradigm as well as analyze and design using both methods. The book structure starts from the concept to technical. The author uses the
Unified Modeling Language (UML), which is widely used, for documenting object-oriented modeling. The UML has proven its ability to
document and model the systems on a large, medium, and small scale.
"Performance Appraisal and Management" brings forth the essence of the subject in a holistic and integrative manner by emphasizing not
only the concepts but the causes and consequences. The book addresses the contemporary concepts, processes, programmes,
methodologies and legal, ethical and cultural issues associated with appraising executive and employee performance. The book is enriched
with extensive and rich pedagogical tools, relevant case studies, and numerous caselets of organizational practices for facilitating easy grasp
and understanding of essential constructs of performance appraisal and management. It is also highly useful for HR practitioners, Business
Managers and Management Trainers.

Corporate Social Responsibility as an analytical tool can be used in the field of Business Management to facilitate
different business practices from both an ethical angle and a utilitarian perspective. Business managers should try to
entrench networks of trust, loyalty and cooperation within and without their organizations. This also makes good business
sense in terms of rational choice theory. Good business is also about establishing customer-friendly images in a manner
that highlights values such as reliability, trustworthiness, quality, economy and durability. These values evolve over time
and are underpinned by a sustained relationship of confidence. So specific products more often than not become
identified with brand names either for niche or for broadbased markets. Brand equity and positioning so generally depend
upon the successful merchandizing of products and their images. The problematique of this edited anthology is
structured around the polemic of civil societal institutions (networks and embeddedness) and democratic governance
(inclusive growth and participatory development) among other critical areas of social scientific research. This line of
theoretical research is expected to contribute new knowledge and facilitate innovative research to better understand the
interactions and interplay between actors and their institutions. This anthology would benefit corporate managers,
business leaders, management researchers / students, social scientists and the general reader.
A concrete, action-based look at the ways businesses can become sustainable as moving towards a sustainable world
becomes more and more important.
This edition continues its strong research orientation and solid theoretical underpinnings. The general theme of the sixth
edition is dynamic engagement - a broad term that captures the essence of change confronting future managers, and
current thinking on what they will need to succeed. The material presented revolves around the themes of ethics,
globalization, entrepreneurship and small businesses, cultural diversity, and quality. This work is appropriate for students
following courses in the Principles of Management.
Why is it that many companies meticulously following recipes on management and strategy fail? Did Google, Skype,
Ryanair, Huawei and a number of other successful companies buy into a well thought out strategy and adhered to that
over time? How do companies deliberately opting out of the recipe game and opting into the out-of-the-box-thinking fare?
In short, why is it that some companies achieve a higher Return on Strategy than others? Whereas Return on Investment
(RoI) has attracted increased attention over the last couple of decades, little, if any, attention is being paid to whether
companies do at all achieve Return on Strategy (RoS) and how. This book provides an overview of contemporary
strategy literature and recipes brushed up with a view to identifying explanations as to how recipes has seldom worked
as intended. One out of several reasons rests on the fact that recipes do not take the so-called X-factor into account.
With the X-factor as the starting point the book examines a sample of 50 global companies of which some has achieved
a remarkable high Return on Strategy and others failed. The 50 companies covers most continents as some are from the
North America, some are from the European continent and others are from different parts of the emerging Asian region –
threatening companies from the Western hemisphere. The book explains the reason behind success and failures and
provides practical tools as to how companies may increase their Return on Strategy. In the toolbox, you will find a
framework on how to increase the Return on Strategy as well a number of dynamic positioning tools, road maps and
bearing points. Invariably, more and more companies - including consultants, business leaders and MBAs - now work
diligently in order to increase their Return on Strategy and the best of them are here to stay successfully – are you?
The Kayan culture is one that is rich with cultural diversity, and it's important to appreciate and preserve it for future
generations. The Kayan people are categorized as part of the Dayak communities of Borneo, and this book focuses on
the Sarawak tribe with special reference to the Kayan Uma Pu clan. In addition to learning about the Kayans through an
assortment of beautiful pictures, you'll learn about tribal customs, beliefs, and more. Get insights on how: * Kayans
expanded their living area over time; * communication occurs even without an alphabet; * villagers resolve household and
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community disputes; * beliefs and omens play a critical role in their society. The Kayans have survived so long because
they cooperate and stick together, even though they're scattered over a large area. While they've often been displaced,
they'll enjoy a much brighter future if the world seeks to understand their culture, heritage, and accomplishments.
How can companies survive and prosper in the new economic age of the 4th Industrial Revolution? This book collects a
variety of cases and quality management strategies for companies to put in place in the face of Industry 4.0. It argues
that organizations that practice good quality management throughout the whole organization, and focus on satisfying
their customers, employees and other stakeholders better than their competitors, are well equipped with the necessary
capabilities to survive. It is a must read book for academicians, practitioners, managers and students interested in
learning about the quality management philosophy, principles, tools and methods to be used in building a sustainable
future where the challenges of the 4th Industrial Revolution — Industry 4.0 —are regarded and used as opportunities for
survival and further growth.
Sweeping changes have taken place within financial services over the course of the past thirty years in response to a variety of influences,
such as changes in customer attitudes, an evolving regulatory environment, innovations in information technology and the intense level of
competition within the sector. In addition, the global financial crisis has had a huge impact on the perceptions of stakeholders and on the
reputations of organisations operating in financial services. This new textbook introduces management with a focus on concepts, theories and
skills particularly suited to the financial services sector. Beginning with an overview of the development of management theories through
history, the text then focuses on topical issues such as organizational design, the use of information technology, the development of a
marketing orientation, social responsibility, ethics and, the influence of the external business and social environments and organizational
development and the management of change. This practical textbook mixes theory with application throughout - employing a variety of case
studies and examples to render the topic both accessible and memorable. The result is a resource that will help lecturers teaching
management skills and students keen to develop their financial services understanding.
This edition continues its strong research orientation and solid theoretical underpinnings. The general theme is dynamic engagement--a
broad term that captures the essence of change confronting future managers, and current thinking on what they'll need to succeed. The
material presented revolves around the following themes: ethics, globalization, entrepreneurship and small businesses, cultural diversity, and
quality. Topics place an even greater emphasis on practical applications and examples drawn from real-world organizations (i.e., Snapple,
The Limited, MTV, etc.).
Book & CD. To improve on an award-winning book poses a major challenge to its authors. The authors of this book took the challenge headon by conducting a major research study to determine what exactly the outcomes are that managers at different levels must deliver in
contemporary organisations in South Africa, and the rest of Africa. The findings of this study, which dealt with current and near-future
management issues, as well as classical and contemporary thinking about management, were used as the blueprint for the updating of this
book. After placing management in context, the authors deal with the knowledge, skills and dispositions required of managers to perform the
management functions of planning, organising, leading and controlling in a volatile business world. Examples of how the functions are applied
in practice are cited throughout the book. These examples refer mainly to South African organisations and situations that managers in South
Africa, and Africa, have to deal with to create and sustain a competitive advantage for their organisations. The book endeavours to break
down the silo effect of seeing the management functions as separate activities. This is done by continuously placing the management
function at hand in a bigger context. This enables learners of management to assess the implications of management decisions on different
people, processes, systems and so on that make up the organisation.
"Keeping pace with recent developments, almost a third of the Eighth Edition is new. Ethical Issues in Business offers a mix of case studies nine of which are new to this edition - and theoretical articles - ten of which are new to this edition. The articles range from classics in moral
theory and economics, to modern commentaries by business executives."--Jacket.
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